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MEDIA RELEASE.

TIFF 2019 PLATFORM PROGRAMME TO CLOSE WITH
PIETRO MARCELLO’S MARTIN EDEN
The highly anticipated second narrative film by the Italian director will wrap the programme
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TORONTO — The Toronto International Film Festival announced today that the 2019 edition of Platform will
close with the International Premiere of Pietro Marcello’s M
 artin Eden, a daring and singular adaptation of the
1909 novel of the same title. The film is Marcello’s much anticipated second narrative film, following his
debut, Lost and Beautiful, a
 nd several documentary shorts and features.
“With shades of Roberto Rossellini, Luchino Visconti, and other great Italian masters, Martin Eden is a

captivating literary adaptation that confirms Marcello as one of the most talented directors of his generation,”
says Platform Co-Curator Andréa Picard. “Shot in Super 16mm, the film’s formal brilliance makes it a standout
in an already stellar year for the programme. We are delighted to be closing Platform with such an exciting,
remarkable epic.”
Based on the Jack London novel, M
 artin Eden features a sailor (Luca Marinelli) trying to remake himself as a
writer, in this passionate and timeless story of class consciousness and failed ideals.
“Martin Eden was a complex film to make, as a director and as a producer,” said Marcello. “We started from
one of the great novels of American literature and brought it to Italy, across the ocean, and across the entire
20th century with the sailor that is our title character. We are happy to return across the Atlantic with him to
Toronto. Being selected at the Festival, and particularly in the Platform competition, fills us all with pride and
the hope that the film will get the international attention to carry it around the world.”
The film is eligible for the Toronto Platform Prize, an award of $20,000 CAD given to the best film in the
programme, selected by a three-person jury. Named after Jia Zhang-ke’s trailblazing second feature, the
Toronto International Film Festival’s Platform programme champions bold directorial visions.
The 44th Toronto International Film Festival runs September 5–15, 2019.
For film synopsis, cast list, images, Platform’s complete 2019 lineup and more information, see
tiff.net/platform.
Festival ticket packages start at $110. Purchase packages online at tiff.net/tickets, by phone (416.599.2033
or 1.888.599.8433), or in person at TIFF Bell Lightbox until August 11 while quantities last.
TIFF prefers Visa.
Social Media:
@TIFF_NET
#TIFF19
Facebook.com/TIFF
About TIFF
TIFF is a charitable cultural organization whose mission is to transform the way people see the world through
film. An international leader in film culture, TIFF projects include the annual Toronto International Film Festival
in September; TIFF Bell Lightbox, which features five cinemas, major exhibitions, and learning and
entertainment facilities; and innovative national distribution program Film Circuit. The organization generates
an annual economic impact of $189 million CAD. TIFF Bell Lightbox is generously supported by contributors
including Founding Sponsor Bell, the Province of Ontario, the Government of Canada, the City of Toronto, the

Reitman family (Ivan Reitman, Agi Mandel and Susan Michaels), The Daniels Corporation and RBC. For more
information, visit tiff.net.
The Toronto International Film Festival is generously supported by Lead Sponsor Bell, Major Sponsors RBC,
L’Oréal Paris and Visa, and Major Supporters the Government of Ontario, Telefilm Canada, and the
City of Toronto.
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